
“Know Thy Self”: it is very important to know ourselves and the things that 
surround  us. In the month of July and August, the children of IEYC II learnt 
about the theme, “This is Me, Me and My World”. The children learnt about the 
different parts of the body, importance of their name, role of different family 
members. They also had fun learning about „Feelings‟ and treated their tummy 
with expression sandwiches.  

Unit of Inquiry : IEYC-2 

This is Me, Me and My World  

             16th July, 2018 was a memorable 
day as we at St. Pius X High School                  
extended our wings and started                       
St. Pius X International School. It was               
inaugurated by our Managing Trustee Rev. 
Fr. Cleophas Fernandes and Principal Rev. 
Fr. Gavin D‟Souza. After a lot of research 
and reviews we decided to implement the 
International Primary Curriculum (IEYC) 
from the University of Bath, U.K.  for the                
Pre-Primary children.                                     

         For the Academic Session 2018-19, 
we started with IEYC I (Nursery) and  
IEYC II ( Junior KG). On the same day 
Parents were briefed about the School‟s 
Philosophy and Goal by Fr. Cleophas and 
Fr. Gavin. IEYC Coordinator Ms. Yayati 
Shah gave an overview of the Curriculum 
and its implementation, followed by a 
school tour.  
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St. Pius X Feast Celebration 

 

             Celebrations are a part of our Curriculum. It binds our                    

children with our culture and traditions. They enjoy, have fun, 

learn, share and grow with each other. 

       Celebration Time 

Independence Day Celebration 

Teddy’s Birthday Celebration 
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          Palm painting                      Creativity                          Non Fire Cooking 

 

Rakshabandhan 

       Favourite Toy                         Role Play              The Enormous Turnip 

Class Activity Time 
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    Self  Portrait                            Happy Family                     Tall & Short 



 

           Play Time                Paper Tearing             Favourite Toy 

 

"My Toy Shop" a unit full of fun and facts for kids of IEYC –1 were 

children learnt about how toys are made in factory, packed and                     

dispatched for sale and how we have to pay the money and buy them 

from the toy shops. They also were given a gist of who invented their 

favourite Barbie Doll and Teddy Bear. Children  had fun building their 

own Toy shop in homeroom where they displayed toys made by them 

like the sponge Teddy bear, plastic strainer doll, sock puppet. They 

decorated their toy shop by colouring images, paper tearing and                     

sticking activity. 

        Water Play                       Red Day                   Sock Puppet 
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Unit of Inquiry : IEYC-1 

My Toy Shop 

Class Activity Time 



                           Letter  D                   Grain Sorting          Non Fire Cooking        
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Culmination of the Unit: Knowledge Carnival 

         Sports time                    Music session          Field Trip—Clinic 

Children of IEYC I and II had great learning experiences. They                                

participated in every task with complete sincerity and commitment and 

explored their creative ideas to decorate their homeroom.  To celebrate 

the children’s success,, parents came to School to witness the learning 

and appreciate their efforts.  The parents were shown a slide show of       

various activities in which their children participated. This was followed 

a one-on-one interaction with the teachers to discuss the strengths and 

areas of improvement of the young learners.  


